Introduction
The Galactic center (GC), in particular the interstellar material in the immediate vicinity (< 5 pc) of the central black hole, represents a unique environment for our understanding of galactic nuclei and galaxy evolution. At a distance d = 8.0 ± 0.5 kpc (Reid 1993) , the nucleus of our galaxy is a few hundred times closer than the nearest active galactic nuclei (AGNs), thus allowing high spatial resolution studies. The distribution of gas and dust toward the GC (Genzel et al. 2010) consists of a central cavity of radius ∼1.5 pc containing warm dust and gas heated and ionized by the central cluster of massive stars orbiting close to the black hole (Sgr A * radio source position). Some of the ionized gas streamers (the "mini-spiral") bring material close to the very center (Yusef-Zadeh & Morris 1987 , see Figure 1 ).
Between ∼1.5 pc and ∼5 pc, a disk of denser molecular gas exists (the circum-nuclear disk or CND; Guesten et al. 1987) . However, its density is not well constrained (∼ 10 4 -10 8 cm −3 ) and it is not yet clear whether all the material in the CND is stable against the strong tidal forces in the region or has a more transient nature (Bradford et al. 2005; Montero-Castaño et al. 2009; Requena-Torres et al. 2012) . The molecular gas toward the central cavity has been less studied, first because high angular resolution is required to separate the different components and also because column densities are inevitably lower and emission lines are intrinsically weak. Nevertheless, the detection of CO ro-vibrational lines in absorption (Moneti et al. 2001 ) and of broad NH 3 (6,6) emission lines close to Sgr A * (Herrnstein & Ho 2002) suggests that hot molecular gas must exist interior to the CND.
Owing to the lower dust extinction at far-IR wavelengths and because of the strong emission from the interstellar component related to AGN and star formation activity, the relevance of far-IR spectroscopy to characterize extragalactic nuclei has notably increased (e.g., van der Werf et al. 2010) . The far-IR spectrum of the Milky Way's nucleus is obviously a key template.
The angular resolution achieved by the Herschel Space Observatory (∼ 10 − 40 ; Pilbratt et al. 2010 ) allows us to separate the emission of the central cavity from the CND.
In this Letter we present initial results from a Herschel far-IR spectroscopic study of the GC. We present the complete PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010) and SPIRE (Griffin et al. 2010) spectra toward Sgr A * that are part of the PRISMAS and SPECHIS Guaranteed-Time Programs. We discuss the properties and possible origin of the atomic and of the hot molecular gas.
Observations and Data Reduction
PACS spectra between ∼52 and ∼190 µm were obtained during 2011 March and 2012
March. The PACS spectrometer provides 25 spectra over a 47 ×47 field-of-view (FoV) resolved in 5×5 "spaxels", each with a size of ∼9.4 . The resolving power varies between R=λ/∆λ 1000 at ∼100 µm and R 5000 at ∼70 µm. in absorption, suggests that a non negligible fraction of excited molecular gas resides at relatively low densities.
Owing to the A V 30 mag of extinction toward the GC (Genzel et al. 2010) , in the following discussion we correct all line intensities (I 0 =C λ I obs ) using an extrapolation of the mid-IR extinction-law derived by Lutz (1999) for Sgr A * . These corrections are <15 % in the far-IR (Table 1 ). The corrected line luminosities in the inner ∼30 ×30 (∼0.6 pc in radius) are
Ionized Gas and Neutral Atomic Gas
The velocity resolution of PACS spectra at short wavelengths, 100 km s semi-empirical prescription of Rubin et al. (1994) .
The [N iii] 57 and [N ii] 122 µm line intensities can also be used to estimate the effective temperature of the ionizing radiation (T eff ) for a given n e (Rubin et al. 1994) . The
N ii] 122 = 1.31 ± 0.51 intensity ratio toward Sgr A * results in T eff 35,000±1000 K (see Shields & Ferland 1994 , for photoionization detailed models).
The strong UV radiation field from stars in the central parsec is thought to dominate the heating of the dust grains and of the neutral atomic gas (Genzel et al. 1985; Jackson et al. 1993 significantly lower than the expected ratios in shocked gas and in X-ray dominated regions (XDRs; Maloney et al. 1996) . Therefore, the neutral atomic gas (n H ∼10 4−5 cm −3 ) is predominantly heated by UV photons (G 0 > 10 4 times the mean interstellar radiation field). Atomic gas temperatures 500 K are expected in this PDR range (Wolfire et al. 1990 ). Nevertheless, narrow (unresolved) absorption components from foreground gas in the GC (e.g., Sonnentrucker et al. 2013) 
Hot Molecular Gas
Figure 3a shows all detected 12 CO lines toward the central cavity on a rotational diagram that assumes extended emission. The average 12 CO/ 13 CO line intensity ratio is 22±9 (lines J=5-4 to 10-9), thus consistent with the 12 C/ 13 C 20-25 isotopic ratio inferred in the Sgr A complex (Penzias 1980) . Hence, the observed line intensity ratios are compatible with optically thin 12 CO line emission (see the next section).
By fitting the 12 CO lines detected by SPIRE and PACS independently, we obtain T rot (SPIRE) 87 K and T rot (PACS) 232 K respectively. T rot is a good measure of the gas temperature only in the high density limit (close to local thermodynamic equilibrium, LTE).
In this case, the two slopes could be associated with two different temperature components, the hotter one representing 4 % of the total 12 CO column density. Alternatively, T rot can reflect much higher gas temperatures if the density is significantly lower than the critical density for collisional excitation (n cr (H 2 ) > 10 7 cm −3 for the observed high-J lines).
In fact, a closer inspection of the rotational diagram shows that T rot increases with J, from T rot (14-18) 160 K to T rot (19-24) 250 K. Therefore, the rotational diagram shows a moderate positive curvature and thus even a single temperature component in LTE cannot explain the CO emission detected by PACS. Neufeld (2012) pointed out that a moderate positive curvature can be explained either by (1) a subthermally excited single temperature component (T k T rot ) or (2) multiple-temperature components (that could be in LTE).
In order to constrain the range of physical conditions that reproduce the observed CO intensities, we have run a grid of non-local, non-LTE isothermal models (Goicoechea et al. 2006 ) using 12 CO-H 2 collisional rates from Yang et al. (2010) . We used a constant beam-averaged CO column density, N (CO), and a nonthermal velocity dispersion σ = 65 km s −1 (from turbulence and macroscopic gas motions), implying ∆v 150 km s −1 line-widths. These broad widths are consistent with the mid-J CO (Genzel et al. 1985) , i.e., we assume a CO abundance of 10 −4 and take, from photometric measurements, N (H 2 ) 10 22 cm −2 (A V ∼10)
in the central cavity (Etxaluze et al. 2011) . Figure 3b shows the model results in the form of iso-T rot contours. To make this plot, we first created rotational diagrams from each model and determined T rot by fitting a straight line to the synthetic CO line intensities in the J up =16-24 range. Figure 3b shows that in terms of excitation alone, the same T rot (PACS)≈232 K can be obtained for different combinations of density and temperature. In a second step, we searched for the range of n(H 2 ) and T k values that better reproduce the observed 12 CO lines by fitting their absolute intensities. For the adopted N (CO), the best-fit parameters are obtained around T k 10 3.1 K and n(H 2 ) 10 3.7 cm −2 . The resulting best-fit rotational diagram is shown as a green curve in Figure 3a (note that it is also consistent with the 3σ upper limits for higher-J undetected lines).
In a third step, we compared the observations with the more extensive model grid of Neufeld (2012) and studied the dependence of our results on the assumed N (CO). For isothermal models, the gas temperature is well constrained and T k 10 3.1 K reproduces the observed CO rotational ladder (also the lines detected by PACS alone) independently of the assumed N (CO). Even lower densities (for less realistic higher N (CO) columns) can also reproduce the CO ladder.
In addition to the isothermal solution, multiple gas temperature components can also explain a CO rotational diagram with positive curvature. Neufeld (2012) studied the case of a medium with a power-law distribution of temperatures, dN (CO)/dT k = aT
−b
k . Including all CO lines observed by Herschel in the fit gives b 2.0 − 2.5 and n(H 2 ) 10 4−5 cm −3 . In other words, although a small fraction of the total 12 CO column exists at T k >300 K ( 4%), most of the N (CO) column will be at lower temperatures and higher densities than those implied by the isothermal solution. We therefore conclude that the observed CO lines are consistent with either a single, hot (T k 10 3.1 K), low-density (n(H 2 ) 10 4 cm −3 ) component, or with multiple, cooler components at a higher density. In the latter case, the required density will be above the beam-averaged gas densities in the central cavity (∼10 3−4 cm −3 ; Etxaluze et al. 2011) , implying that the hot molecular gas in the vicinity of Sgr A * does not have a homogeneous distribution but fills a small fraction of the volume.
Discussion
In this section we discuss the possible heating mechanisms of the hot molecular gas toward the central parsec. In order to evaluate the role of UV radiation in the heating and excitation of CO, we used an updated version of the Meudon PDR code (Le Bourlot et al. 2012 ) to compute synthetic CO rotational diagrams for the integrated CO emission from A V =0 to 10. We adopted G 0 =10 4.9 (Wolfire et al. 1990 ) and different gas densities.
Our photochemical model includes selective photodissociation of CO-isotopologues and 13 C fractionation. For the considered range of densities, selective photodissociation slightly increases the 12 CO/ 13 CO column density ratio over the 12 C/ 13 C isotopic ratio (by 25%)
at the A V <2 surface layers where CO columns are still low. Deeper inside, as the gas temperature decreases, 13 C isotope exchange starts to be important and the 12 CO/ 13 CO column density ratio can be lower than the 12 C/ 13 C ratio. All in all, we conclude that the beam-averaged N ( 12 CO) toward Sgr A * cannot be much larger than the adopted ∼10 18 cm −2 .
For these columns and large velocity dispersions, the observed 12 CO lines are optically thin. Figure 3a shows the resulting CO diagrams for different PDR models and filling factors. By comparing with observations, we see that low-density PDRs (n H ≤10 5 cm −3 ) are not able to reproduce the high-J CO emission and an extra heating/excitation source is needed. In addition to photoelectric heating, denser PDRs (n H 10 6−7 cm −3 ) heat larger columns of molecular gas (to T k ∼10 3 K) by vibrational heating from collisional deexcitation of UV-pumped H 2 molecules. Therefore, in addition to an extended low-density medium, a small filling factor ensemble of irradiated dense clumps/clouds could be responsible of the high-J CO emission (Burton et al. 1990 ). Our best combined PDR models, however, do not provide an entirely satisfactory fit of the CO rotational ladder. This result is consistent with the lack of good high-density fits to the high-J CO lines (see previous the section) and suggests that UV radiation alone can not heat the hot molecular gas.
Interestingly, the SPIRE-FTS spectrum toward Sgr A * resembles that of the M82 starburst galaxy (Kamenetzky et al. 2012 ). However, the hot CO rotational temperatures inferred toward Sgr A * are significantly higher than those seen in strongly irradiated
PDRs like the Orion Bar, which shows a rotational diagram (up to J=21-20) that can be fitted with a single T rot (CO) 150 K component (Habart et al. 2010, C. Joblin et al. in preparation) . In addition, even toward the strongly UV-irradiated central cavity, the observed L(CO)/L FIR 10 −3 luminosity ratio is higher than the expected ratio in PDRs and XDRs models (Meijerink et al. 2013) , and it is indeed higher than the observed value in the Orion Bar (L(CO)/L FIR 3×10 −4 ; C. Joblin 2013, private communication).
The current X-ray luminosity near Sgr A * is rather low (L X (2-120 keV)< 10 36 erg s −1 ; Bélanger et al. 2006) , far lower than that expected from black hole accretion models.
Hence, any incident X-ray flux at a typical distance of ∼0.5 pc from the source (F X < 0.03 erg cm −2 s −1 ) would be too low to heat a significant fraction of the molecular gas well above T k ∼100 K (Maloney et al. 1996) .
High cosmic-ray (CR) ionization rates ( (Gerin et al. 2010; Neufeld et al. 2010; Hollenbach et al. 2012) . Hence, ζ CR toward Sgr A * is very likely higher than in Galactic disk clouds, but lower than ζ X,CR in Mrk 231 or Arp 220. Simple thermodynamic considerations show that even ζ CR =2×10 −14 s −1 would only heat the gas to a few tens of K (see also Glassgold et al. 2012) . Therefore, neither X-rays nor CRs presently dominate the heating of the hot molecular gas near Sgr A * .
Low-density shocks (and related supersonic turbulence dissipation and magnetic viscous heating) are promising candidates in the highly magnetized GC environment (Morris & Serabyn 1996) . In particular, non-dissociative, magnetohydrodynamic shocks tend to produce regions that are roughly isothermal, reaching very high temperatures without destroying molecules (T k >1000 K for shock velocities v s >20 km s −1 in C-type shock models by Kaufman & Neufeld 1996) . In fact, shocks with a variety of densities, v s and magnetic field strengths dominate the heating of the hot molecular gas seen in protostellar outflows (with L(CO)/L FIR 2×10 −3 observed in Serpens SMM1; Goicoechea et al. 2012) . Hence, the hot CO gas inferred toward Sgr A * , the high L(CO)/L FIR ratio and the almost thermal H 2 rovibrational spectrum (Tanaka et al. 1989) suggest that, in addition to UV-driven excitation, shocks contribute to the heating of the hot molecular gas in the nucleus of the Galaxy. Indeed, if a small filling factor ensemble of dense clumps/clouds does not exist, shocks likely dominate.
Whether the required shocks are produced within high-velocity molecular gas falling toward the very center region (Gillessen et al. 2012) , arise in clump-clump collisions (Martín-Pintado et al. 1997) or in outflows driven by high-velocity stellar winds (Najarro et al. 1997) or by protostars in the central parsec (Nishiyama & Schödel 2013 ) is still uncertain.
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